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Itʼs not always easy to care for someone who 
has had a stroke. Where do you turn when you 
need advice? When you need more information? 
When you need emotional support? Millions of 
people are touched by the effects of stroke, and 
a growing number of caregivers are reaching 
out at disaboom.com.

Chat, blog, post a discussion topic or read other 
peopleʼs thoughts about being a caregiver. 
Read health articles relating to strokes and 
their effects, or lifestyle articles on topics like 
caregiving, accessibility and travel.

Get in the mix. Join the premier community 
for anyone living with a functional limitation 
or disability.

Connecting the millions touched by disability.

need a
caregivers,

hey
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ome say the brain is the final 
frontier. That is especially 
true for many stroke survivors 
and caregivers. Though we are 

learning so much each day, there still 
is much we don’t know. In this issue 
of StrokeSmart we share the successes 
some survivors have had with alterna-
tive treatments. We also examine alter-
native ways to live your life. Whether 
you are learning new moves in a tai chi class, considering ancient 
herbal medicine or clicking into the world of new media, there 
are all types of ways for you to re-energize your travels along your 
stroke recovery journey.

It is always important – no matter what alternatives you may be 
considering – to talk to your doctor, therapist or counselor. When 
East meets West in medicines, the combination can be beneficial 
but also can come with risks. make sure that your healthcare pro-
fessional is a part of your journey and fully aware of any decisions 
you make.

Remember, we are constantly hearing stories of how stroke survi-
vors and caregivers, years after their stroke, are living fuller lives. 
Who knows what will be discovered tomorrow? What you can be 
sure about is that StrokeSmart will continue to share the latest 
information so that you are living your best life everyday.

Diane  mulligan

LetteR FRoM tHe PuBLISHeR

Dear Reader,

WWW.STROKE.ORG
800-STROKES

(800-787-6537)

S
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make a Difference: national 
Stroke Awareness month

BY DIANE MULLIGAN

Q&A
may is national Stroke Awareness 
month, and every year at this 
time a lot of people ask me how 
they can get involved. Here are 
some of the most common ques-
tions and answers.

 WHAt CAn I do to RAISe 

StRoke AWAReneSS duRIng 

tHIS tIMe?

Start with your family and friends. 
make sure they know the basics:
 •  How to manage their risk factors 

to lower their stroke risk; more 
than half a million strokes can 
be prevented each year.

 •  F.A.S.T. (Face-Arm-Speech-
Time): an easy way to  
recognize strokes.

 •  The location of the closest stroke 
center hospital in their area.

You can find all of this infor-
mation at www.stroke.org. Share 
your stroke knowledge while 
chatting on the phone, through 
emails and blogs, and on social 
networking sites such as Facebook 
or mySpace. make presentations 
to your church or other groups 
with which you’re involved.

IS tHeRe A SPeCIFIC MeSSAge 

oR tHeMe I SHouLd knoW 

ABout?

In 2008, National Stroke 
Association is focusing on four 
key areas: TIA (mini-stroke), 
cholesterol, recurrent stroke, and 
recognizing symptoms using the 
F.A.S.T. (Face,Arm,Speech,Time) 
tool. We will have materials on 
each of these messages.

HoW do I MAke PReSentAtIon?

national Stroke Association offers 
a community education powerpoint 
presentation that includes notes 
about what to say during your talk. 
You can download it at www.stroke.
org. Add your personal story so that 
your audience sees first-hand the 
face of stroke.

WHAt CAn I do At My 

WoRkPLACe?

Go to www.stroke.org and click 
on the national Stroke Awareness 
month link to find free download-
able items to distribute at your 
workplace. We can provide video 
for your interoffice television feeds, 
send a stroke expert to put on a 
“Lunch and Learn” for employees, 
or do stroke screenings. We also 
can develop a comprehensive 
national Stroke Awareness plan 
specifically for your company. 
Call 800-STROKES (787-6537) 
if you’d like to work more closely 
with national Stroke Association. 
Remember, this is also a great time 
to tell local television stations and 
newspapers what your company 
is doing for national Stroke 
Awareness month and possibly 
get some very positive coverage.

WHAt CAn I do In My 

CoMMunIty?

You can either participate in a 
health fair or put one on yourself. 
This is also a great time to seek 
out stroke survivors and share some 
special time. Remember that many 
stroke survivors feel ostracized in 

public because of speech, memory or 
movement issues. many are home 
bound. If you don’t know a local 
stroke survivor but would like to 
reach out, contact a stroke center 
hospital or support group in your 
area and ask for ideas. Both can be 
located at www.stroke.org.

WHAt IS AvAILABLe FoR tHe 

kIdS?

national Stroke Association has 
an entire section of www.stroke.
org dedicated to educating children 
and to helping kids teach others. 
The program is called Brainiac Kids. 
Maybe your child’s scout troop would 
be interested in learning more. How 
about the kid’s church or Sunday 
school group? Educating the kids 
now will make a difference in our 
country’s future – from how many 
strokes we’ll see each year and how 
many lives we can save by recog-
nizing symptoms and acting fast, to 
how people view stroke survivors.

Any FInAL CoMMentS?

Whatever you do, have fun! You 
can make such a difference! 

Diane mulligan is the Vice president of 
national Communications at national 
Stroke Association.
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BY CHRISTINA LANHAM

SHOWERBuddy™
not just another wheelchair, the 
ShowerBuddy™ allows caregivers 
an easy way to transport stroke 
survivors into the restroom or 
shower. The uniquely designed 
system is lightweight and resistant 
to water and rust. Cost: $2,095. 
Visit www.myshowerbuddy.com 
or call (877) 769-2833 for a dealer 
near you.

PARROT SOFTWARE 
INTERNET SuBSCRIPTION
parrot Software is designed to help 
in the rehabilitation and relearning 
of key speech, language, memory 
and motor skills. programs are 
available through an Internet sub-
scription for $24.95 per month or 
you can purchase specific programs 
that start at $99.95. Available 
at www.parrotsoftware.com or by 
calling (800) 727-7681. Sign up 
today for a free trial by contacting 
the company and answering a few 
questions about your trouble areas. 
Representatives will suggest pro-
grams to meet your needs.  

REdWARE dININg SET
For stroke survivors with memory loss or decreased visual 
capacity, bright red tableware increases color contrast, which, 
in turn, can help increase food and beverage consumption. 
This colorful dining set includes a rimmed plate, a cup, an 
easy-grip fork and spoon, and a partitioned bowl with a lid. 
The plastic won’t break and is dishwasher safe.  Cost: $38 from  
www.goldviolin.com or by calling (877) 648-8400.

geAR And gAdgetS

Tools for Your  
Stroke Recovery Journey
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The product descriptions included in gear & gadgets are for informational purposes only. A product’s 
inclusion in StrokeSmart does not imply endorsement by national Stroke Association nor does it 
guarantee the reliability or safety of the products listed.

RAINBOW HANd PuTTy
Using rainbow putty can be a fun way to develop 
hand muscle strength. Varying resistances are 
available and are indicated by the color of 
the putty.  Tan – extra soft, yellow – soft, 
Red – medium-soft, green – medium, Blue 
– firm. To gently increase range of motion 
or reduce stiffness, start with the soft yellow 
putty. The putty is packaged in convenient 
reusable containers. Cost: $5.95 to $19.95 at  
www.activeforever.com or by calling (800) 377-
8033.  StrokeSmart™ readers receive a 10% 
discount when they mention code SSm.

ERgONOMIC KEy TuRNER
With a large handle key turner, stroke survivors with 
limited hand dexterity can manipulate keys with ease. 
The five-inch handle allows users of this product to 
grasp it with their full hand, providing added leverage 
for turning keys. It can hold up to three keys. Cost: $9 at 
www.goldviolin.com or by calling (877) 648-8400.

OuT-SIdER®  
MERIdIAN VEHIClE lIFT
This easy-to-use product lifts and stores your 
unoccupied scooter or power chair outside your 
vehicle at the touch of a button. Simply roll your 
mobility device on the platform from either side, 
hit a button, and let the meridian do the lifting 
for you. Scooters and power chairs are automati-
cally secured when the lift is raised. Retractable 
belts are also available for securing your device. 
Cost: $1,995.  Visit www.bruno.com or call 
(262) 567-4990 for a dealer near you.
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NERVE TRANSPlANT SuRgERy COuld 
REVERSE PARAlySIS IN SuRVIVORS
In New Jersey, a man is recovering from a surgery that 
may give him use of his right side again. After suffering 
a stroke, Vinni Filipini, 44, was paralyzed on one side 
of his body. Filipini underwent an innovative surgery 
where doctors took healthy nerves from his legs and 
connected them to his arm. The idea was to create an 
“extension cord” of nerves that would tunnel across 
Filipini’s chest to his bad arm. Monmouth Medical 
doctors said the surgery was successful but that Filipini 
will now undergo months of recovery and therapy 
before results can be determined. 

IMPlANT TO HElP SuRVIVORS WITH 
dROPPEd FOOT
Salisbury District Hospital researchers in England 
have developed an implant that helps those with 
dropped foot. Dropped foot is a condition where 
a stroke survivor’s toes drag along the ground 
while walking. This increases the risk of falls. 
The STIMuSTEP device applies small electrical 
impulses to stimulate nerves. It is implanted under 
the skin in a procedure that lasts just one hour. Use 
of this implant can help contract the muscle and lift 
the foot. The device is in the early stages of research 
and not yet available to the general public.
 

neWS you CAn uSe

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

ON THESE STORIES 

LOG ONTO  

WWW.STROKE.ORG

continued on page 12

BY JONATHAN BITz

Quick Stroke Updates

THOSE WITH AMNESIA ANd CONFuSION 
MAy BE AT HIgHER RISK FOR STROKE
people who have problems with temporary amnesia, 
confusion, dizziness or fainting may be at a higher 
risk for stroke. These experiences, called transient 
neurological attacks (TNAs), fall into two categories:  
nonfocal (temporary amnesia) and focal (transient 
ischemic attack or mini-stroke). Up until now, it 
was uncertain whether or not nonfocal TnAs were 
a serious health threat. In the latest study, patients 
with nonfocal TNAs were seen to have a 56 percent 
higher risk of stroke and a 59 percent higher risk of 
having dementia. The study included 6,062 residents 
of Holland over the age of 54. 

STROKE ANd HEART dISEASE dEATHS  
ON THE dEClINE
The Centers for Disease Control reports that death 
rates from stroke have decreased nearly 25 percent 
since 1999. In 2004, heart disease was the leading 
killer and cancer was second. Stroke was the third 
leading killer, taking 150,074 lives. 
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PENuMBRA SySTEM NOW AVAIlABlE 
FOR uSE WITH ISCHEMIC STROKE
Early this year it was announced that the penumbra 
System is available for use. The system helps open up 
blocked vessels after an ischemic (clot-caused) stroke, 
restoring brain blood flow. penumbra is delivered 
using a small tube called a catheter. With the help 
of x-ray technology to see inside the body, the device 
is moved through blood vessels from the groin to 
the clot in the brain. A separator is advanced and 
retracted through the catheter to dislodge the clot and 
a suction device grabs and removes it. For doctors and 
patients alike, the penumbra System is revolutionary. 
previously doctors had limited treatment options for 
acute ischemic stroke patients who arrived beyond the 
three-hour window for t-pA. The penumbra System 
can be effective within eight hours of symptom onset. 
For more information, go to www.penumbrainc.com.

ElECTRICAl STIMulATION MAy PlAy 
ROlE IN uPPER lIMB STROKE RECOVERy
during the 2007 International Neuromodulation 
Society conference, it was announced that the in-
crease of nerve activity using an implanted microstim-
ulator could help improve movement in the upper 
limbs of stroke patients. Developed at the Alfred 
Mann Foundation (Valencia CA), the tiny device, 
which is smaller than a penny, is inserted under 
the skin to stimulate muscle nerves. Researchers at 
the Southampton University Health Science Dept., 
uK, initially applied stimulation for 12 weeks to the 
nerves in the arms, hands and fingers. They found 
that electrical stimulation led to more precise func-
tional movements, such as those required to pick up 
a glass.  They did not see any moderate/serious side 
effects in the seven initial participants.  more studies 
will be needed on a larger group of people to really 
determine how effective the longer term treatment is 
on stroke survivors.

A SlIgHT INCREASEd RISK FOR 
HEMORRHAgIC STROKE WITH lIPITOR®

duke university’s Stroke Center is reporting that 
cholesterol-lowering atorvastatin medicine (lipitor®) 
may slightly increase risk of hemorrhagic stroke. While 
researchers found that the use of atorvastatin reduced 
the risk of ischemic or clot-caused stroke, they also 
found a small increase in brain bleeding. Researchers 
looked at 4,731 patients around the world who had 
either a stroke or a TIA (mini-stroke) within six 
months of the study. They saw a 21 percent decrease 
in risk for ischemic stroke, but 2.3 percent of patients 
experienced a hemorrhagic stroke.

continued from page 10

“THE dIVINg BEll ANd THE BuTTERFly”:  
A STROKE INSPIRATION
Jean-dominique Bauby’s best selling memoir about 
his catastrophic stroke has been adapted for the silver 
screen and released as a film. “The Diving Bell and 
the Butterfly” is the story of Bauby’s experience with 
locked-in syndrome after his stroke. Though immobile 
and unable to talk, he was able to write his story by 
blinking one eye. The film has been nominated for four 
Oscars® and has won several awards, including 2008 
golden globe® awards for Best Foreign language 
Film and Best Director, as well as the Best Director 
Award at the 2007 Cannes Film Festival. directed 
by Julian Schnabel, “The Diving Bell and The 
Butterfly” is showing in select theaters. Go to www.
thedivingbellandthebutterfly.net for more information 
about the movie and book. Check your local listings 
for a theater near you. 
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Bladder Control for the 21st Century   
Stay Dry and Comfortable All Day and Night

Liberty Pouch Clean & Dry™ 

New technology used by NASA 
astronauts
Urine flow is directed away from 
body
Promotes healthy skin; gentle and  
latex-free
No more ineffective pads or           
painful catheters
Prevents wounds, rashes, and           
skin breakdown

•

•

•

•

•

You may be eligible to receive Liberty Pouch samples 
at little or no cost.  
Call 1-800-373-7006 today or visit 
www.libertypouch.us

“With “With 
the Liberty Pouch, 

I can do what I want to do 

without worrying, and that takes 
without worrying, and that takes 
without worrying, and that takes 

a lot of responsibility off my wife. 

Thanks!”
 --John, a satisfied  --John, a satisfied 

   Liberty Pouch user
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MoBILIty

Tai Chi for the 
mind and Body

fter his stroke, Herb Stead couldn’t talk 
or move. Fortunately, he was treated 
with the clot-busting drug t-pA at the 
hospital within the critical three-hour 

window after symptom onset. The quick response 
may have saved his life. Still, Stead’s stroke left one 
side of his body weak.

“When I stood up, I’d tilt to one side,” Stead said. 
“I’ve always been an athletic person, and felt like my 
body had let me down.”

Stead took a proactive approach to his recovery. He 
began lifting weights and enrolled in a tai chi class at 
the Fairview Southdale Hospital in Edina, minn.

Tai chi is a form of exercise, meditation and martial 
arts that has been practiced in China for thousands 
of years. It consists of a series of slow, gentle move-
ments designed to restore health and calm the mind. 
Tai chi has become popular in the United States 
because it is a low-impact, low-intensity exercise 
that can be performed by people of various abilities. 
And because tai chi can improve balance and coor-
dination, lower blood pressure, promote relaxation, 
and improve mood, the exercise may be especially 
well suited for stroke survivors.

Fairview Southdale Hospital has sponsored a tai chi 
class for stroke survivors and caregivers for more 
than six years. The class meets once a week for one 
hour, but students are encouraged to practice on 
their own.

“It’s such a gentle exercise, there are no vigorous 
movements, that once you learn the movements, 
you can practice everyday at home,” said Lindsey 
Mcdivitt, the hospital’s stroke outreach director. “If 
you do it every day, you really see the benefits.”

people usually enroll in the class to improve their 
balance, but mcDivitt said many discover other 
benefits such as stress reduction, improved concen-
tration and increased confidence.

 “It’s an exercise in relaxation,” said stroke survivor 
Bob Wilson, who has practiced tai chi with his wife 
for years. “It puts you in sort of a hypnotic state and 
helps you relax, concentrate and focus your mind.”

Research on the benefits of tai chi for stroke survi-
vors is limited. But, there is much research proving 
the effectiveness of tai chi in other populations. 

There are several forms of tai chi. Fairview Southdale’s 
class teaches tai chi chih, which uses fewer move-
ments and requires less pivoting. Instructor Ruth 
Anne Plourde said the 20 movements may take 
a few months to master, but people often will see 
benefits after just a few times.

not all tai chi classes are suited for older adults or 
stroke survivors. plourde said you should observe any 
class before enrolling. She suggested looking for a 
class offered at a senior center or community college. 
And, avoid one taught at a martial arts studio, which 
may be too rigorous. Always check with your doctor 
before starting any exercise program.

Like all aspects of recovery, tai chi requires patience 
and effort, but for Stead, the benefits have been 
worth it. 

“I was searching for the peace I had before my 
stroke,” Stead said. “Today, I walk around with a 
smile inside.” 

A
BY PETE LEWIS
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1-800-680-3928
*Please mention code SS08 when you call.

Licensed in the State of Illinois.
©2008 The SCOOTER Store Ltd. 

America’s #1 Power Mobility Provider

With Power Mobility, Your World Blossoms.

We guarantee that if you complete our 
program, your claim for a new power 
chair will be approved or we’ll give it 
to you absolutely FREE.*

      •  Free Mobility Consultation

      •  Free In-home Test Drive

      •  Free Medicare Paperwork 
         Processing

Ask about our Guaranteed Freedom ProgramTM

*Guarantee not available in all areas. Some restrictions apply.
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id you know that many athletes mentally 
rehearse their performances? This tech-
nique, called “mental practice,” involves 
a rehearsal of movements in the mind 

without actually doing them. Research has shown 
that the same muscles fired during physical practice 
are fired during mental practice of a movement. 
Thanks to improved brain imaging methods, we 
also now know that the same parts of the brain fired 
during mental practice of a task are fired during 
physical performance of the same task. In fact, 
studies have shown that people who both mentally 
and physically practice have much higher rates of 
skill learning, and better movements, than those 
who only physically practice. And now, my research 
team is exploring how the “mind-body” connection 
of mental practice can help stroke survivors.

my team develops and tests new rehabilitative 
therapies for stroke patients. While some techniques 
are promising, many are not practical for most 
people. That’s partly why we like the idea of mental 
practice. It is safe and easy to administer, requires 
minimal setup, and involves no costly equipment. 
For nearly a decade, we have shown that patients 
who both physically and mentally practice therapy 
activities improve more than those who do no 
mental practice. This occurs because of two things. 
First, the mental therapy provides both your muscles 
and brain extra practice. And, the combination of 
both physical and mental practice allows you more 
opportunities to figure out ways to restore movement 
than with physical practice alone.

To test the effects of mental practice use, our studies 
provide patients with the same type of arm therapy 
that is provided in most therapy clinics. The therapy 
is administered to each patient by the same thera-
pists, and in the same environment. One half of 
the patients only attend these therapy sessions. The 
other half of the patients also attend the therapy 
sessions, then mentally practice the arm movements 

at home. The mental practice is administered via 
an audio and/or videotape, and usually begins with 
relaxation. This is followed by 15-to-20-minute 
scenarios in which patients imagine themselves per-
forming the tasks they physically performed that day 
in therapy. Lastly, we provide another five minutes 
of relaxation.

We are currently conducting several studies on this 
promising technique, and have had much success 
with it, as have other groups around the world. In 
fact, we have shown that patients who mentally 
and physically practice tend to have better therapy 
outcomes than patients who simply go to therapy 
then go home. 

To learn more about my team, mental practice and 
other ongoing research, go to www.rehablab.org. 

ReHABILItAtIon & ReCoveRy

Imagine your Way 
to Better movement

D

Top, Stroke patient, Margie Harris, listens to de-
scriptive audiocassettes as part of her mental 
practice for handwriting. Bottom, Harris practices 
handwriting during occupational therapy.

Stephen page, ph.D., is an Associate professor of Rehabilitation 
Sciences, physical medicine and Rehabilitation, and neurosciences, 
all at The University of Cincinnati Academic medical Center. He 
is also Director of the neuromotor Recovery and Rehabilitation 
laboratory at drake Rehabilitation Center in Cincinnati, Ohio.

     BY STEPHEN J.  PAGE, PH.D.
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Stroke Therapy
Program 

Live Better After a Stroke

Performance Health Technologies  427 River View Plaza * Trenton, NJ 08611
As with any exercise program, consult your physician with questions. Individual results may vary.

 

http://www.mainlinehealth.org/br/

Core:Tx is a groundbreaking system that makes
neuromuscular reeducation an interactive challenge, while delivering 

an intense, functional workout.

Core:Tx combines computer hardware and software to create
a wireless, game-like challenge for patients.

Core:Tx For Professionals
offers rehabilitation professionals an innovative and engaging

system to be utilized for an array of patients with
motor deficiencies, especially stroke.

Core:Tx for Stroke Survivors
is our home system designed to help stroke survivors regain a full range

 of motion in their weakened limb, while exercising in their own home.

Ask your health professional about Core:Tx or visit www.performancehealth.com
Call 800.722.4749 to speak with a customer service representative
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1 saturday

2 sunday 3 monday 4 tuesday 5 wednesday 6 thursday 7 friday 8 saturday

9 sunday 10 monday 11 tuesday 12 wednesday 13 thursday 14 friday 15 saturday

16 sunday 17 monday 18 tuesday 19 wednesday 20 thursday 21 friday 22 saturday

23 sunday 24 monday 25 tuesday 26 wednesday 27 thursday 28 friday 29 saturday

march 2008

Stroke of Inspiration

These motivational quotes were submitted by StrokeSmart readers. 
We hope that you will refer to them often for inspiration throughout the year. 

St. Patrick’s Day

Daylight Savings  
Time Begins

“Life consists not in holding 
good cards but in playing those 

you hold well.” 
— Josh Billings

Easter

30 sunday 31 monday

“Remember to acknowledge the 
‘little’ accomplishments; they can 
sometimes be more important than 

the ‘big’ ones.” 
— Melanie Wheless (stroke survivor)

“Some come with the mind, some come with 
the heart.  Many desire to heal, not many 

desire to do what it takes to heal.  What are 
you willing to do to heal?” 

— Jonah  (submitted by William Oliva, Progressive Health Center)

“The greatest healing 
therapy is friendship 

and love.” 
— Hubert H. Humphrey (submitted 

by Lindsey Larson, daughter of a 
stroke survivor)
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1 tuesday 2 wednesday 3 thursday 4 friday 5 saturday

6 sunday 7 monday 8 tuesday 9 wednesday 10 thursday 11 friday 12 saturday

13 sunday 14 monday 15 tuesday 16 wednesday 17 thursday 18 friday 19 saturday

20 sunday 21 monday 22 tuesday 23 wednesday 24 thursday 25 friday 26 saturday

27 sunday 28 monday 29 tuesday 30 wednesday

april 2008

Calendar 2008

 If you have a favorite quote you would like to share, please send it to 
cbailey@stroke.org along with a little information about yourself.

Secretary’s Day

“The difference 
between the impossible 

and the possible 
lies in a person’s 
determination.” 

— Tommy Lasorda

“Let us strive to improve ourselves, for we 
cannot remain stationary; one either progresses 

or retrogrades.” 
— Mme. Du Deffand (submitted by Dawn Vlchek,  

family member of a stroke survivor)

“Look within, for within is the wellspring of 
virtue, which will not cease flowing, if you 

cease not from digging.” 
— Marcus Aurelius (submitted by Peggy Vance, caregiver)

“Live up to the best that is in you: 
Live noble lives, as you all may, in 
whatever condition you may find 

yourselves.” 
— Henry W. Longfellow

Passover
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CARegIveR’S CoRneR

n investment of five minutes, a few times 
per week, can help you heal, change and 
grow. That’s how powerful journal writing 
can be, according to Kathleen Adams, lPC 

and founder of the Center for Journal Therapy in 
Denver, Colo. 

Adams defines journal therapy as the purposeful use 
of reflective writing to improve mental, physical, 
emotional and spiritual health.

Journal writing can be especially helpful for care-
givers, who are constantly busy meeting someone 
else’s needs. “We can’t give from an empty cup,” says 
Adams. By taking some time to release and explore 
emotions, caregivers can begin to heal from the 
stroke – a step that often is neglected because the 
focus is on the survivor.

The first step is to choose a computer or pen and 
paper for your journal. The next step is to write. For 
some people, morning is the best time. Others prefer 
to write at night.
 
Start with a basic “check-in” of how you are feeling 
and what is going on. Then take time to explore 
concerns that pop up in your writing. 

In the beginning, write in five-minute blocks, two to 
three times per week. Over time, try to build up to 
15 to 20 minutes.

Give yourself permission to be completely honest about 
your feelings. you can’t deal with any anger, resentment 
or guilt until you are aware that you feel them.

“Writing in my journal allowed me to express emo-
tions without fear of criticism,” says Lori Cavallo, 
caregiver of her stroke survivor mom. “Once I 
stopped carrying around my emotions, I became a 
more patient, giving and loving caregiver.”

“When what is coming up in your writing is more dis-
tressing than resolving, it’s time to talk things through 
with someone,” says Adams. That may mean a support 
group or a professional counselor or even a good friend.

You can also use writing to provide balance. note 
beauty, humor or wisdom that you observe during the 
day. Write about a colorful sunset or how funny it was 
when the dog tried to take on the vacuum cleaner. This 
can help you see beyond your day-to-day situation. 

“There’s no right or wrong way to do this,” says 
Adams. With just a notebook and a pen, you can 
begin to mend from the stroke that changed your 
life, too. 

A

The power of 
Journal Therapy

BY CHRISTY BAILEY   PROMPTS TO  
JUmp-START  
yOuR JOuRNAl

  1. I wish that…
  2. I want to remember…
   3.  Today was a 

[good, frustrating, 
challenging, perfect, 
impossible] day.

  4. If I had time, I would…
   5. What’s the most important thing to do?
  6. I feel…
  7. What do I want?
   8. A funny thing happened today.
  9. My heart wants to say…
  10. What’s going on? 
  11. I need…
   12.  [Survivor’s name] was [describe mood 

or behavior] today.
  13. I’m worried about …
  14. Dear God …

— Kathleen Adams,  
Center for Journal Therapy

www.journaltherapy.com
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When a person’s swallowing reflexes 
aren’t working normally, food can 
“go down the wrong way,” that is, 
instead of going to the stomach, 
it can go into the lungs. The first 
danger at this point is that the person 
can die from choking. more com-
monly, the food or liquid that ended 
in the lungs becomes a breeding 
ground for bacteria, and aspiration 
pneumonia is the result. A person 
with swallowing problems may have 
episode after episode of aspiration 
pneumonia, becoming weaker each 
time. This pattern is, unfortunately, 
a common cause of death.

Some people also have a type of 
aspiration know as “silent aspira-
tion” where they still get food or 
liquid in their lungs, but they don’t 
cough when it happens.  This is just 
as serious, if not more so, as when 
they do cough, because you don’t 
realize it until they have already 
developed pneumonia. The key 
point here is that before embarking 
on a dietary regimen it is critical to 
consult with the physician taking 
care of the patient in question. 

You can also contact a certified speech 
pathologist; go to www.asha.org 
or call (800) 638-8255 to find one 
in your area. 

 Anytime
  Anywhere
       you need access

Ramps for use at home or on the go. Visit the people and places you love 
using ramps that are easy to transport yet strong enough for everyday use.

For more information go to 
www.ezaccess.com

SUITCASE, Advantage Series, Pathway and HITCHhiker are registered trade names of Homecare Products, Inc. 
Text and images © 2007-2008 Homecare Products, Inc.  All rights reserved.  5020M07 REV 01-02-08

HITCHhiker Ramp 
for easy SUV & van access 

PATHWAY LITE Ramp 
for safe & secure home access

SUITCASE AS Ramp
portable ramp for travel 

For an EZ-ACCESS dealer near you, contact customer service at 

1-877-231-3487
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Call Now • Toll Free 
1-800-578-2899

sourCe Code 106038

It’s So Easy, I Just Open 
The Door And Step In!

Walk-In Bathtubs By Premier. 
As we get older bathing can become more of a 
challenge. Premier has an extensive range of 
walk-in tubs which have helped improve the lives of 
thousands of people. Call today or return the 
coupon and discover which one of our superb 
walk-in tubs could benefit you the most.

Name

Telephone

Address 

City

State  Zip

Send to: Premier Bathrooms Inc, 2330 South 
Nova Rd, South Daytona, Florida 32119 Code 106038

Walk-In 

Bath Tubs 

from Premier

Please send me a FREE Premier 
Brochure of Walk-in Tubs

Walk-In Bathtubs By Premier. Walk-In Bathtubs By Premier. Walk-In Bathtubs By Premier. 

See StrokeSmart 
January/February 2008 
Issue for Part I of Coping 

with Swallowing 
problems

How to Cope 
with  Swallowing 
Problems—Part II

BY MARY HENDERSON AND 
JONATHAN AVIV, M.D.
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nutRItIon

y now we have all seen the term “organic” 
on food labels. But do we really know what 
it means?

Simply put, organic meat, poultry, eggs and dairy 
are foods produced without the use of chemicals. 
Animals on an organic farm have access to the 
outdoors. Organic farms are not necessarily small or 
local. many large corporate farms have been deemed 
organic as well.

Consumers typically “buy organic” because of envi-
ronmental and ethical reasons. But there are also 
health reasons to choose organic foods, especially for 
stroke survivors.  

According to Dietician Laura nyquist, R.D., research 
shows that organic foods are richer in flavonoids.  
nyquist says that “flavonoids are natural plant pig-
ments that can reduce the risk of stroke and have 
other health benefits. Quercetin, in particular, is a 
flavonoid with antioxidant properties that may help 
prevent stroke, heart disease and cancer.”
 
Organic foods may be richer in anti-inflammatory 
plant nutrients. nyquist notes that, “Research pub-
lished in the European Journal of nutrition indicated 
that the organic soups studied contained higher 
amounts of salicylic acid (a natural anti-inflamma-
tory plant nutrient) than the non-organic soups.” 
Because of its anti-inflammatory properties, salicylic 
acid is sometimes used in disease prevention.

Another health issue concerns pesticides. The 
average American carries around 13 different pes-
ticide residues. Recent reports indicate that this can 
have health implications. In children, for example, 
pesticides may increase risk of leukemia, brain tumors 
and brain development disorders.

In addition, growth hormones injected into cattle to 
make them grow faster can lead to an increase in some 
cancers and interfere with the reproductive system.

In the united States, antibiotics are given to cows, 
chickens and pigs as additives in their feed. This high 
use in our food sources can lead to resistance among 
humans to important antibiotic drugs.

The Journal of Alternative and Complementary 
medicine reported that organic crops contain higher 
amounts of vitamin C, iron, magnesium and phos-
phorus than non-organic foods. Average antioxidant 
levels also are higher in organic foods.

One drawback is that organic foods typically cost 
more. For example, organic milk runs 50 to 100 
percent more than non-organic milk. Analysts predict 
that these prices will eventually drop.

Some say buying organic is a waste of money and that 
organic foods actually are less healthy. A few organic 
products (eg, chips, cookies, granola and cereals) do 
contain more sugar, fat and/or calories. Also, organic 
foods are not always completely free of chemicals. 
For a product to be deemed “organic” it must be 95 
percent free of chemicals, not 100 percent.

more studies are on the horizon. But even with the 
current research, the health advantages are notice-
able. And for some people, a small chance that 
organic food could help prevent stroke and cancer 
may be reason enough to give it a try. 

B
Organic Foods

BY JONATHAN BITz 
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He may taste good but he knows that his bad
cholesterol is a high risk factor for stroke!
National Stroke Association wants you to
know that it’s easy to lower your cholesterol
and lower your risk for stroke:

Maintain a healthy lifestyle.
Eat wholesome foods.
Exercise regularly.
And ask your doctor about
medicines, like statins, that may
help lower cholesterol.

Start lowering your stroke risk and improving your health today!
1-800-STROKES • www.stroke.org
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Could

BY ROWENA ALEGRíA  

Help You?Alternative medicineAlternative medicine
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early two in three people age 50 and 
over have tried “alternative” treat-
ments, says a survey from AARp and 
the national Center for Complementary 

and Alternative medicine published early last year. 
Some are stroke survivors seeking to heal in new 
– and sometimes ancient – ways.

Actually, most of these “new” therapies have been 
practiced in China for thousands of years. Chinese 
medicine includes herbal supplements, meditation 
and acupuncture. Some 
are meant to work with 
standard medical treat-
ment. many are called 
“holistic,” meaning 
they treat the patient as 
a whole. This includes 
physical, mental, emo-
tional, spiritual, social 
and economic needs. 

“Stroke survivors 
should take responsi-
bility for their health, 
and look for options,” 
says Sue goodin, CEO 
of progressive Health Center in Englewood, Colo. 
The nonprofit organization unites alternative thera-
pies with conventional treatments. “There might be 
something that works for them.”

Goodin says that health services are so discon-
nected that they don’t address the whole person. For 
example, many people with long-term conditions say 
they don’t want to take so many drugs. They want to 
explore other ways of managing their health prob-
lems. The center helps these patients set health and 
wellness goals, and then creates plans to help achieve 
them. Staff members work with doctors to offer 
patients everything from dietary advice and stress 
management to yoga and healing touch therapy.

“We wanted to be able to enhance someone’s ser-
vices,” Goodin says. “Bridging the gap between tradi-
tional and holistic therapies is a huge piece of that.”

The progressive Health Center, and others like it 
across the country, is serving a growing number of 
patients who want to do more than just treat their 

symptoms. If possible, they want to find the cause of 
their health problems and do whatever they can to 
prevent further illness. They are looking outside the 
traditional doctor’s office for answers.

The memorial Hermann/HBU Wellness Center in 
Houston, for example, calls itself a prevention, well-
ness and recovery center.

“We are a lifestyle change center,” says trainer 
and program manager John Ramirez. “We cover 

all aspects of wellness 
– mental, spiritual and 
social.”

The center focuses 
on the needs of the 
Houston community. 
So it offers programs to 
treat stroke, diabetes, 
obesity, heart ail-
ments, and arthritis. 

To work on balance, 
for example, patients 
learn the Chinese 
forms of movement 

and meditation, called tai chi, in the water. The 
center calls the classes Aqua Chi.

The wellness center strives to be the place patients 
go when they have finished rehab or physical 
therapy but still feel like there is more work to do to 
get back to normal.

So many people complete what I call the probation 
period, says Ramirez. And then decide they’re not 
seeing results.

“We try to change that 90-day period to life,” he 
says. “It’s all about commitment.”

many doctors in the United States, however, are 
more committed to traditional Western medicine.

“I don’t tend to do any of the alternative things,” 
says Rich Zorowitz, a visiting associate professor and 
chairman at Johns Hopkins Bayview medical Center in 
Baltimore. “There’s lots of stuff out there, but none of it 
has any evidence for or against it. It’s not proven.”
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Zorowitz says tai chi is great for balance, particularly 
in older adults, and that there’s probably no down 
side to acupuncture. But he is especially fearful of 
some of the herbal treatments. “They are not neces-
sarily benign,” he says. “They have potential side 
effects.”

Take, for example, gingko biloba. It is used to increase 
blood flow and enhance memory. But studies have 
shown that the best-selling herb may increase risk of 
bleeding in the brain. So it should not be used with 
Coumadin®, which is sometimes taken by those with 
high risk for stroke. 

“Certainly I think there are things we should be 
considering,” Zorowitz says. “Doing trials on some of 
this stuff would be very, very helpful. After all, you 
talk about willow bark; what became of it was aspirin. 
There may be some potential benefits. But they have 
to be looked at systematically.”

moleac, a drug company based in the philippines, is 
attempting to do just that. The company is testing a 
mixture of 14 herbs that are used to treat stroke in 
China. They are testing the drug, called neuroaid, in 
a clinical trial of about 600 patients.

david Picard, CEO and founder of Moleac, says the 
results look promising. “After a month of neuroaid 
treatment, when compared with those not taking the 
treatment, twice as many patients show the chance 
to achieve independence,” he says.

“If you look at stroke,” he adds, “you have a lot of 
Western treatments, all meant to address secondary 
risk (recurrent stroke) prevention. There is no treat-
ment yet in helping recovery. But what matters most 
for stroke patients is:  Will I be able to do tomorrow 
what I was able to do yesterday?”

The university of Kansas is also studying acupuncture 
for its effect on strength and stroke. For more infor-
mation on this study, go to www.clinicaltrials.gov 
and type in NCT00547690 on the search screen.

“Basically, the major thing is to take great care in what 
you’re doing,” Zorowitz says. “Before you make any 
decisions, make sure you have all the information.”

It is also important to talk to your doctor about what 
you would like to try, in case it would conflict with 
your more traditional medicines. While 63 percent 
of those in the AARp survey said they had used an 
alternative treatment, 69 percent had not discussed 
it with their physician.

more research is needed to scientifically prove that 
Chinese medicine and other alternative therapies 
can be a safe and effective part of your stroke 
rehabilitation. As these treatments continue to 
grow in popularity, however, we are likely to see a 
rise in the number of research studies in this area. 
meanwhile, there is plenty of anecdotal evidence 
that Chinese medicine and other alternative ther-
apies work for some people. With the proper guid-
ance from your doctor, you may even find one that 
works for you. 

Doing trials on some of this stuff would be very, 
very helpful. After all, you talk about willow bark; 
what became of it was aspirin. — Rich Zorowitz
“ “
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These ultra-safe beds meet or exceed FDA  
guidelines on the 7 Zones of Entrapment. 

Up to thirty-six inches of rail protection.  
Precision-fit custom mattress. Sizes  
and options for adults or children.

Entrapment and Falls
Virtually Eliminates

www.SleepSafeBed.com
(866) 852-2337

Callaway, VA • (540) 334-1600
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n today’s world of technology, stroke survivors 
can easily go to the Internet for informa-
tion and inspiration throughout their stroke 
recovery journey. people from across the globe 

connect and interact with each other on what are 
called “social networking” websites. And, even 
better: Getting involved is easy to do from your 
own home!

mYSpACE 
MySpace (www.myspace.com), a very popular social 
networking website, offers users an interactive expe-
rience with a user-submitted network of friends, 
personal profiles, groups, photos, music and videos. 

In london, Edwyn Collins had been a musician, 
songwriter, performer and producer for 25 years. In 
February 2005, he suffered a stroke, following two 
cerebral hemorrhages (brain bleeds). Although pre-
dictions for his outcome weren’t good, his recovery 
has since been positive. 

After the stroke, Edwyn’s son created a MySpace page. 
Edwyn’s wife and manager, grace, has witnessed the 
positive impact it has had on her husband’s recovery 
— especially from aphasia.

“It’s been so hard (for him) to recover written 
language; I don’t believe he would have made the 
progress he has without mySpace,” Grace says. His 
answers may be short and simple, but he enjoys 
talking about his stroke experience – and many other 
things – with MySpace friends and fans.

A year after coming home from the hospital, Edwyn 
was able to complete an album he had been in the 
process of producing before his stroke. The record 
was released in the summer of 2007. He may not 
be able to play the guitar, as his right arm has no 
controllable movement, but he is singing again, has 
relearned the words to his songs, and even performed 
with his band for the first time since the stroke.

FACEBOOK 
Sarah White had a stroke in February 2003 at the age 
of 25, while living in Boston. After her stroke, Sarah 
moved to Honolulu, Hawaii, to live with her mother. 
The Internet — specifically a site called Facebook 
and her own blog — has since become a large part 
of her recovery process. Facebook (www.facebook.
com), similar to mySpace, is also an international 
social networking website, connecting people and 
information via the Internet. A blog is essentially 
a personal online journal, updated frequently and 
shared with friends and family.

“My uncle introduced me to Facebook and I love it. 
I have connected with many old friends from high 
school and college,” Sarah explained. Sarah also joined 
National Stroke Association’s Facebook Cause page 

BY LINDSEY LARSON

I

new media, 
new possibilities

Web Tools For 
Stroke Recovery

new media, 
new possibilities
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total loss of speech. However, she began making fast 
and dramatic progress in rehabilitation, thanks to her 
will to succeed and her new friend and fellow stroke 
survivor, Diane Rein.

When the two ladies grew curious about rehabilita-
tion techniques that weren’t available at their rehab 
center, lori turned to the Internet for answers. She 
quickly realized that finding information was much 
harder than anticipated. She persisted, got creative 
and dug a little deeper. The information accumulated 
and Lori decided to do something with it. 

“I wanted to help other stroke survivors find addi-
tional ways to recover and become more indepen-
dent. I thought it would be a great idea to create a 
website,” Lori explained. 

Stroke SOS (http://www.StrokeSOS.com) was born 
soon after. Today, Lori updates the site with new infor-
mation each week. Through the site, Lori and Diane 
not only provide support and information, but also act 
as a personal support system for other survivors.

“don’t give up. We will talk with you, we will cry 
with you. You can do it!” are common words of 
encouragement given to other stroke survivors. 

yOuTuBE
national Stroke Association has also expanded its 
reach on the Web. With two mySpace pages, two 
Facebook pages and videos on YouTube, national 
Stroke Association is leveraging the Web to generate 
more stroke awareness. youTube (www.youtube.
com) is the leader in online video and the premier 
destination to watch and share videos worldwide 
through the Internet. 

(designed for organizations and non-profit groups) and 
has encouraged her friends to join as well.

Soon after Sarah’s stroke, one of her friends set up 
an electronic mailing list so that her friends and 
family could post updates on her progress. Today, 
Sarah sends a weekly update to that list. She also 
posts information on her own blog, which is updated 
weekly and includes information about her recovery 
process, as well as personal interests and activities. 

Sarah’s journey through recovery has been impres-
sive. She was minimally responsive after her stroke 
and at the start of rehabilitation. now Sarah walks 
with a cane, is able to use her right hand for some 
tasks, paints watercolors and is taking college classes. 
And, of course, she loves talking with friends on 
Facebook and her blog. 

To join Sarah’s blog, visit http://sowhiteyjournal.
blogspot.com/.

STROKE SOS
lori Kaupas, a Philadelphia mother of three, had an 
ischemic stroke in January 2006. The stroke left her 
with right-sided paralysis, in a wheelchair and with 

TO FINd NATIONAl STROKE  
ASSOCIATION ON THE WEB, gO TO:  
www.stroke.org
YouTube: 
www.youtube.com/nationalStrokeAssoc
mySpace: 
www.myspace.com/brainiacbhiphopstroke
www.myspace.com/brainiackids
Facebook: 
www.causesonfacebook.com/beneficiaries/2655
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PReventIon

trial fibrillation, a type of irregular heart-
beat also called A Fib or AF, can dramati-
cally increase your odds for another stroke. 
But, there are things you can do to manage 

this heart condition and reduce stroke risk.

A Fib affects more than 2.2 million Americans, or 
one percent of the population, and causes about 15 
percent of all strokes.

people with atrial fibrillation, or A Fib, are six times 
more likely to have a stroke than those without the 
condition. Strokes caused by A Fib tend to be more 
severe and are more likely to be fatal. In fact, 70 
percent of stroke patients with A Fib die as a result 
of their strokes. Those who survive are more likely 
to have another stroke than patients who survive 
other types of strokes.

Your chances of having A Fib increase as you age. 
About five percent of Americans 65 and older have 
the condition. The symptoms of atrial fibrillation 
can be very subtle and difficult to detect. In fact, 
about one third of all cases go undiagnosed. 

The heart is a muscle that pumps blood by con-
tracting. These contractions are controlled by elec-
trical impulses. With atrial fibrillation the impulses 
are irregular, disorganized, chaotic and very rapid. 
This causes the two upper chambers of the heart 
(the atria) to flutter or quiver rather than contract 
effectively so that blood is not pumped completely 
out of the chambers with each beat. The blood that 
remains in the chamber can clot and if these clots 
break away and travel out of the heart through the 
blood stream, they can eventually block an artery 
that feeds the brain and cause a stroke.

Strokes caused by atrial fibrillation can be harder to 
treat than strokes caused by clots formed in blood 
vessels because clots can sit longer in the heart 
so they’re often larger and more resistant to clot-
busting drugs or surgery. 

The most effective and most common treatment 
for atrial fibrillation is anticoagulant medicine. 
Sometimes called “blood thinners,” these drugs can 
reduce the blood’s capacity to form clots. Warfarin, 
also known by the brand name Coumadin®, is a 
common anticoagulant prescribed to reduce stroke 
risk. Aspirin also is sometimes prescribed.

“An anticoagulant like Coumadin® can decrease 
the risk of a stroke by two thirds,” said Dr. Don 
Smith, Stroke program medical Director at Colorado 
Neurological Institute in denver, Colo. “Aspirin 
can cut stroke risk by 20 percent.”

Anticoagulants, including aspirin, have some risks and 
their effectiveness is influenced by diet and by other 
medicines, so it’s important to follow your doctor’s 
instructions and have your blood tested periodically. 

“Atrial fibrillation is an important stroke risk that 
increases with age, but while it usually is not a 
curable problem, it is modifiable,” Smith said.

 A Fib patients sometimes are prescribed drugs to slow 
their heart rate or restore rhythmic heart patterns. 
In some cases, surgery, electronic stimulation or an 
electronic pacemaker can eliminate the irregular 
heartbeats. But Smith said only anticoagulants have 
been shown to significantly reduce stroke risk. 

Beat the Odds

A
SIgnS oF AtRIAL FIBRILLAtIon

A Fib is an irregular heart rhythm that 
may last a few minutes or for hours, or be 
constant. 

1.  Heart palpitations  — a 
feeling of fluttering, 
a sudden pounding or 
racing of the heart

2.  Dizziness, feeling 
lightheaded, or 
fainting

3.  Weakness or 
shortness of breath

4. Chest pain.
5.  Many people have no symptoms at all.

BY PETE LEWIS
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ALABAMA
MARCH 6, APRIL 3
moving Forward Stroke  
Support Group
Meets 1st Thurs each month
Regional Rehab Hosp – Phenix City
Contact: Erin Baker (334) 732-2294

CALIFORNIA
MAY 3
UCLA Brain Attack!  
2008 Symposium
State-of-the-art symposium on stroke 
management for healthcare professionals
Beverly Hills Hotel – Beverly Hills
Contact: Dianne Homsher  
(310) 794-2620 

COLORADO
MARCH 15 & 17
St. Patrick’s day Fundraiser
Volunteers needed for this event 
Fado Irish Pub – denver
For information visit  
www.stroke.org/evStpat

MAY 9
2nd Annual dance for dignity
Dance & Silent Auction 
denver Marriott South – littleton
Contact: melanie Wheless  
(303) 754-0942

KENTUCKY
MARCH 6, 13, 20, 27
APRIL 3, 10, 17, 24
Stroke Support Group
meets every Thurs
Cardinal Hill Rehab Hosp – lexington
Contact: Kim gay  
(859) 254-5701 x5666

MARYLAND
VARIOUS DATES
montgomery County Stroke 
Association Chapter meetings
meets Tues & Wed
Various locations –  
montgomery County
For details visit www.mcstroke.org or  
call (301) 681-6272

MISSISSIPPI
MARCH 18, APRIL 15
meridian Stroke Support Group
Meets 3rd Tues each month
Riley Hosp – Education Bldg – Meridian
Contact: Tom maynor  
(601) 484-3585

MISSOURI
MARCH 12, APRIL 9
Stroke Support Group
Meets 2nd Wed each month
MERIl – St. Joseph
Contact: dian Smith (816) 279-8558

NEW JERSEY
APRIL 5
Aphasia Conference – living with 
Aphasia
9am to 2pm
JFK Conf Ctr – Edison
Contact: mary Jo Santo pietro  
(908) 737-5409 or aphasianj@gmail.com
 
NEW YORK
MARCH 14
Black Tie Gala
Benefit event for Rehabilitation at mount 
Sinai and stroke survivors
Cost: $100 per person
New york City – New york
For more information visit  
www.stroke.org/EVRush

NORTH CAROLINA
MARCH 3, 17   APRIL 7, 21
Stroke Support Group
Meets 1st & 3rd Mon each month
CarePartners Rehab Hosp – Asheville
Contact: David Rhinehart  
(828) 658-0636

OREGON
AUGUST 2
Strokes for Stroke Golf Tournament
Stroke Awareness Event
Wildwood golf Course – Portland
For information visit  
www.stroke.org/EVmeadowGolf

PENNSYLVANIA
MARCH 11, APRIL 15
Stroke Survivors Support Group
Meets 2nd Tues each month
HealthSouth Rehab Hosp – Reading
Contact: Patricia Heck pat.heck@health-
south.com

TENNESSEE
MARCH 10, APRIL 14
Stroke Support Group
Meets 2nd Mon each month
HealthSouth North – Memphis
Contacts: Fred & Regina Ware  
(901) 876-3022

TEXAS
MARCH 8
2nd Annual Stride 4 Stroke
5k Walk/Run
Rice university – Houston
For information visit  
www.methodiststride4stroke.com  
or call (832) 667-5867

VIRGINIA
MARCH 28, APRIL 25
The Survivors
Meets 4th Fri each month
Fair Oaks Hosp – Fairfax
Contact: Helen Parker (703) 391-1026

WASHINGTON
MARCH 6, APRIL 3
Stroke Support Group
Meets 1st Thurs each month
SW Washington Med Ctr – Vancouver
Contact: Louise Jenkins  
(360) 514-3273

WISCONSIN
MARCH 17, APRIL 21
Stroke Support Group
Meets 3rd Mon each month
Aurora lakeland Med Ctr – Elkhorn
Contact: Pat Positano (262) 741-2402

WHAT’S gOINg ON

For more than 100 additional events all over the country, go to www.stroke.org. To add your event to the  
StrokeSmart calendar, contact Christy Bailey at cbailey@stroke.org.
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ost of us are familiar with the feel-
ings of satisfaction that come from 
solving a Sudoku or crossword puzzle 
or a riddle. But few of us have ever 

stopped to think about why completing these types 
of challenging mental tasks causes such positive 
emotional reactions.

Actually, many researchers have sought to under-
stand this very concept. But, until recent times there 
had been a lack of in-depth knowledge of the brain. 
However, advanced equipment now allows us to see 
the brain’s reaction to various stimuli. These brain 
imaging tools have helped us understand the brain 
better and shed some light on this topic.

Results from various brain scan studies show that the 
“satisfaction center” of the brain is stimulated when 
we play these mental games. The “prefrontal cortex” 
is the area of the brain responsible for directing 
logical thoughts and actions towards goals. The 
interaction between the cortex and the satisfaction 
center may create feelings of pleasure in response to 
solving problems.

The neurotransmitter dopamine is also involved. 
Dopamine is a chemical substance produced natu-
rally by the human body. It generates the feeling of 
pleasure or happiness. When doing these puzzles, 
dopamine may lead to feelings of accomplishment 
and satisfaction. It may drive you to want to solve 
more of them. This same system may be involved 
with “shopaholics” and the feeling of satisfaction in 
finding a bargain.

Also, MRIs indicate that there is a difference between 
pleasure and satisfaction. pleasure and happiness are 
seen as passive emotions; they happen to you. In 
contrast, satisfaction is considered an active pursuit. 
While pleasure is enjoyable, animals are eager to 

succeed, adapt to a situation, or solve a problem. In 
doing so they gain satisfaction.

In addition, such thought stimulation appears to 
help maintain the brain, even after a stroke or other 
forms of brain changes associated with high blood 
pressure, diabetes or Alzheimer disease. It appears 
that “active” leisure pursuits, leading stimulating 
lives or getting a higher education, may cause people 
to develop more complex connections among brain 
cells. These connections help the brain cope with 
the loss of some cells. With the proper stimulation, 
people may be able to create needed detours around 
damaged brain cells. In such a way, stimulating 
activities, from Sudoku or crossword puzzles to 
going to museums or reading, appear to build a 
“cognitive reserve” account on which the brain can 
draw at older ages or when 
memory problems arise, 
and help stave off mental 
problems. 

Sudoku:  
Brain Food

AMAzIng BRAIn

m
BY MARK A.W. ANDREWS, PH.D.

Dr. Andrews is a professor 
of physiology at Lake Erie 
College of Osteopathic Medicine 
in Erie, penn.
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MARKETPlACE
A stroke made 

exercise too hard.
My motorized Theracycle 

makes exercise easy!

 800-367-6712  
www.theracycle.com

 Let our “smart motor” help you 
exercise to improve strength, 
endurance, fl exibility
and feel better.

•30 day money-back guarantee

 The Power to Improve Lives

My

Call or email
us for your
free DVD!

Theracycle 100

Theracycle 200

Special 
$500 discount 
for StrokeSmart 

subscribers

Whether it’s EMS, your doctor,  
a family member, or a neighbor,  
LifeFone gets you the help you  
need, and stays in contact until  
the emergency is over.

Take the Worry Out  
of Being Alone

CALL Today to Learn More  
About this Lifesaving Service

1-800-331-9198   
or visit us at  

www.lifefone.com

24-hour Connection to Independence & Peace of Mind
For less than a dollar a day ... help to ensure your loved one’s safety

Simply press the waterproof help button  
and within seconds a LifeFone Care  
Specialist is speaking to you live via  
LifeFone’s 2-way voice console.  

Your LifeFone Care Specialist 
instantly accesses your  
Emergency Care Plan containing 
your personal medical profile. 

Saves Lives When Seconds Count ®

FOOT DROP?
DORSI-STRAP™

TOSS THAT RIGID BRACE AWAY!

$39 each + $5 Shipping.  Guaranteed!

www.x-strap.com   914-968-3381
StrokeSmart $3 off/order, Code SS002

• Near-normal gait. 
• Real comfort!
• No ankle joint restrictions.
• No special shoes required.

• Nothing placed into 
your shoe.

• Ultra low profile. 
• Easy On/Off - 3 oz. 

Discount expires 9/30/08
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MARKETPlACE
SLINGSLING

Flaccid Upper Extremity Positioning Device

GivMohr

• Reduces Shoulder Subluxation
• Reduces Shoulder Pain
• Functional Positioning of
  Upper Extremity
• Increases Balance
• Improves Gait
• Protects Upper Extremity 
• Dynamic Support
• Independent Donning by User

www.GivMohrSling.com
Phone 505.292.1144
Fax 505.323.9526

Initial fitting by a therapist is recommended.
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MARKETpLACE
• Absorbs shock at heel strike to avoid “foot slap”

• Exclusive adjustable joint may be set to 
 the proper dorsiflexion assist level based 
 on each person’s weight & gait pattern.

• Fits easily in most shoes 
 For more information:

 Patients call toll-free:
 1-866-341-6719

 Practitioners call:
 1-800-525-9339

 Visit www.SwedeO.com

STEP-SMARTTM
THE COMPLETE SOLUTION FOR DROP FOOT

Step-Smart is a registered trademark of
Insightful Products, LLC used with permission. Patent pending.

Adjustable 
Joint

StrokeSmartSwedeoV1b_011808.indd   1 1/18/08   12:26:18 PM

Regain Lost Range of 

Motion, Strength &

Independence

        
        

With 

Flexiciser Original TM  

   help
 you to “Grip” the 

handlebars.

Ask about our  
Money Saving Stroke 

Package & 
FlexPay Option!

Patented

Flexigrips TM

www.Flexiciser.com
888 FLEX INC

Movement Therapy for the 
Mobility Challenged: 

Your Road to Recovery.TM

Adjustable Height Shampoo
Bowl for Care Centers

Safe and Comfortable as Residents
Can Remain in Their Wheelchair

Call: (866) 938-4608

WWW.ADJUSTASINK.COM

Open 
Your 
Door to Independence
   
• Residential 
 interior/exterior
 doors
• Easy-to-install, 
 low-cost unit
• Remote controls
 including ECU,
 sip & puff

                                                             

800-344-0088    automaticdoor.biz
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n 2001, Janet Avery, business woman, compet-
itive body builder and marathon runner, was 
preparing to celebrate her 51st birthday when 
she suddenly had a stroke. Though paralyzed 

on her left side, she had hope that she could continue 
to lead a full life. For Janet, “setting, working toward 
and attaining goals are wonderful ways to restore 
energy and optimism.”

Janet’s motto had always been, “Faith+Hope+ 
Action=Success.” Today, she credits this formula for 
her remarkable progress. months after leaving the 
hospital, Janet sent her wheelchair back. To reduce 
her pronounced limp, she began classes in qi gong and  
tai chi, two forms of exercise and meditation practiced 
in China for years. As she gained balance and mobility, 
Janet aspired to run marathons again. In december 
2002 she completed the 4.2-mile Midnight Run in 
Central Park. In November 2006, she completed the 
26.2-mile New york City Marathon.

now, despite a busy work schedule, Janet still finds 
time to reach out to others. She volunteers at the 
DeWitt nursing home and the mt. Sinai Hospital 
Stroke Unit, where she shares her experiences and 
provides hope to stroke survivors and their families. 
She is also developing a series of workshops, called 
Hope in Harlem, to inspire others to keep hoping 
and working towards their goals each day.

You can learn more about Janet Avery in her memoir, 
The power of Hope. The book is available at Barnes 
and noble stores or online at www.bn.com, www.
amazon.com or www.starcloudpress.com.

CHAMPIon oF HoPe

Janet Avery, ph.D.

I
BY JEANNIE PRICE






